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This work is based on the impor-

tant development of the orthopedic

surgery at the twentieth century,

making it possible to improve

quality of life, the mobility and the

lifetime of million patients.

After general considerations on

the preoperative state in the first

part of the book, the second part is

dedicated to anesthetic management. This part analyzes

the anesthesia at the orthopedic patient, in the child,

the techniques specific to certain operational methods, the

postoperative care under the angle of the anesthesia and

the treatment of the postoperative pain.

The third part of the book is dedicated to the typical

cases, like that of the patients rhumatologic, the patients

cardiopathic, insufficient respiratory, of insufficient renal,

diabetic, etc. all morbidities in fact are studied under the

angle of the anesthesia.

Thirty chapters thus make it possible to treat all the

aspects pre, per- and postoperative. Many appendices

supplement the various chapters, and a broad final alpha-

betical index makes it possible to go quickly within for the

subjects scanned by the player in a hurry.

Written by many collaborators orthopedic surgeons and

anesthetists, this book constitutes a true platform of contact

between these two specialities, so often confronted with

clinical situations where the operational indication must be

discussed according to the anesthetic risk. For these rea-

sons, this book should be present in the office of each

specialist, but even be on the table of staff, during the

discussion of the operational indications.
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